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The possession system originates from Roman law and consists of an important 
part of many countries’ property law of all times. China’s newly enacted Property law 
prescribes the possession system as an independent chapter, which inherits the civil 
law countries’ tradition of civil law system and structure and endows the possession 
system with independent position. Unfortunately , in terms of possession , the current 
research stays in theoretical study, seldom used in practice and still remains some 
controversial issues to be resolved. 
Possession, according to whether it owns legal causes, can be divided into 
authorized possession and unauthorized possession. To some extent, the possession 
protection system is the core of the possession system while the unauthorized 
possession protection system is the central to the possession protection system. 
Distinguished from authorized possession, unauthorized possession has its own 
specialty in the aspects of the basis, methods, significance degree of protection and so 
on. The previous study, including the China’s newly enacted Property law, fails to 
discuss unauthorized possession separately while talk over issues of possession 
protections under the overall concept of possession.  
The dissertation firstly discusses the concept and nature of possession as well as 
the principle of the unauthorized possession. The premise of study of the unauthorized 
possession protection system is to define the nature of possession whether it is a state 
of facts or a right, and distinguish two groups of concepts, unauthorized possession 
and authorized possession and the possession with bona fides and possession with 
mala fides. On this basis, the dissertation elaborates the reasons and significance of 
separate discussion of the unauthorized possession protection.  
Secondly, the dissertation briefly introduces the origin of the possession system 
and related regulations of the unauthorized possession protection system in countries 
















Germany, France, Japan and the other civil law countries, China can obtain some 
useful experience and reference to know the defects of related regulations in China’s 
Property Law and look for ways to improve them.  
Thirdly, any system is established on its country systems; its generation and 
development is not isolated and static. There are some historical reasons for the 
unappreciated position of the unauthorized possession protection in China. Through 
the study of development of the unauthorized possession protection system in China, 
the dissertation aims to know the historical reasons, predict the improvement of the 
current unauthorized possession protection system and offer practical ways of 
improvement.  
At last, as for the defects of related regulations in China’s newly enacted 
Property Law, the dissertation will point out its problems and provide suggestions for 
perfection with the reference systems of the other countries on the unauthorized 
possession protection and in accordance with China’s present circumstances and 
social environment.  
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第二节 占有的性质  
一、占有性质的历史考察 
在罗马法中，占有是指“一种使人可以充分处分物的、同物的事实关系，它
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